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ACRES GLAM: Please list your questions and/or issues here. 
 

1. LPIG mapped lands are not showing up on the summary of mapped actions. Will this 
be an issue, or will it be picked up given that the option has been mapped? 
 
DAFM is not aware that this is an issue. Please contact ACRES@agriculture.gov.ie with 
details of the issue along with your AGR number, Herd Number and Parcel Number. 
 

2. Mapping NPI's linear measures: If it is done at detailed scale then it will not save, we 
have to zoom out to get it mapped and then it is not as accurate.  
 
Please contact ACRESCP@agriculture.gov.ie with details of the issue along with along 
with your AGR number, Herd Number and Parcel Number. In order to draw the linear 
action accurately, it should be done at an appropriate scale. You can draw a linear 
action in number of different lengths if required for accuracy. 
 

3. The number of mapped actions at the bottom of the first page of the Farm 
Sustainability Plan do not match the number on the GLAM mapping system. Why? 
 
DAFM is not aware that this is an issue. Please contact ACRES@agriculture.gov.ie with 
details of the issue along with your AGR number, Herd Number and Parcel Number.   
 

4. Approved general actions did not show up on maps for annual works plan making it 
extremely difficult to map NPIs. Is there a solution?  
 
We have been made aware that for some herds that had ACRES General Actions and 
went through the LPIS Rebuild Project that these General Actions were not showing 
up in the NPI-AWP mapping. A fix has been arranged and that will be in the live system 
from lunchtime onwards on 30/11/2023. You will see the ACRES General Actions from 
then on and the appropriate NPIs will be blocked, so if you want to wait until then to 
complete the plan it will give you more clarity.  Please contact 
ACRESCP@agriculture.gov.ie if you still have issues, along with your AGR number, Herd 
Number and Parcel Number.   
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ACRES AgriSnap: Please list your questions and/or issues here. 
 

1. Can photos of LIG, EGP be submitted on AgriSnap, even though no work (mapping etc.) 

may have been finalised or even started on GLAM?  

 

Yes. 

 
 
ACRES CP: Please list any technical questions/issues here. 
 

1. If at all possible, could the GLAM system remain open next year from January onwards 

to allow us draft, properly thought out and considered NPI Plans while we are meeting 

our clients during the year to avoid a rushed application process in Autumn/Winter 

2024. By all means, hold back the submit button until then.   

 

The closing date for submitting 2023 NPI Annual Works Plans is the 6th December. 

There will be a further opportunity to submit applications in subsequent years. 

 

5. Could not map NPIs as approved ACRES General Action area locations were not visible 
on annual works plan maps. Why?   
 
We have been made aware that for some herds that had ACRES General Actions and 
went through LPIS Rebuild Project that these General Actions were not showing up in 
the NPI-AWP mapping. A fix has been arranged and that will be in the live system from 
lunchtime onwards on 30/11/2023. You will see the ACRES General Actions from then 
on and the appropriate NPIs will be blocked, so if you want to wait until then to 
complete the plan it will give you more clarity.  Please contact 
ACRESCP@agriculture.gov.ie if you still have issues, along with your AGR number, Herd 
Number and Parcel Number.   
  
 

ACRES General: Please list any technical questions/issues here. 
 

1. Re: Riparian Buffer Zone (RBZ): Can a RBZ be established along a drain that is classified 
in GLAM as being only Water Polygon?  
Yes. 
Also, is there a minimum watercourse length that must be achieved, in order for a RBZ 
to be established? 
 
No, refer to the Specifications for further detail. 
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2. A farmer with 20ha of land under Geese and Swans, 15 ha of these lands are rented 
and won't be available to the farmer for the 5 years. Is there an allowance for this in 
the 50% rule, or is the farmer not eligible for the option if they cannot commit 50% of 
the 2023 area regardless of the rented land status?  
 
There are no exceptions to the rule, if they cannot meet the minimum requirements 
they should not select the action. 
 

3. Two herd owners where their land is bounded by a wire fence. One herd owner wishes 
to plant a new hedge on his side in Acres. Is this allowed if he gets written consent 
from the other herd owner allowing him to maintain the new hedge on the non-Acres 
side? Both herd owners are in agreement that a new boundary hedge would be 
beneficial to both farms.  
 
Yes, and the ACRES participant/farmer must have access to both sides of the hedge 
for maintenance. 
 

4. I have a problem in submitting an expression of interest for three partnerships, I have 
reported this to ACRES, I am told it’s an IT problem, with some partnerships, and it’s 
being fixed. What can I do please? 
 
We are aware of an issue where Advisors are unable to submit an Expression of 

Interest for some partnership cases or cases where the applicant has moved from a 

partnership to a herd number or vice versa in 2022 and 2023.  This issue is currently 

being work on. If not resolved by the ACRES Ttranche 2 closing date, Advisors impacted 

will be given an opportunity to submit the application for affected cases at a later 

date. In this event, when we reopen the application system you will only be offered 

the opportunity to submit applications for the partnership cases where you have 

informed us of the issue and submitted a screenshot of the error on or before the 

ACRES Tranche 2 closing date of December 13th 2023 5.30pm. 

 
5. Farmer submitted his BPS in 2022 on owned lands. In 2023 son joined herd number 

and they leased in additional lands and submitted 2023 BISS which has now owned 
and leased lands. Leased lands are all in CP area as is some of the owned lands. Is this 
additional new leased land eligible for ACRES?  
 
All lands on 2023 BISS may be eligible for payment in Tranche 2 of Acres once eligible 
actions are chosen on them. 
 

6. Where a farmer was in ACRES 1 and withdrew, can they now apply for EGP and LIG 
(and buffer zones) on the crop types EGP, LIG, LIG Peat? The Specifications refers to 
LIPP, THM, PP only. 
 
Yes. 
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7. Where a parcel is in the LIG Peat zone, can LIG be chosen (instead of LIG Peat).  
 
Yes. 
 
 

Other issues: Please list any additional queries/suggestions here. 
 

1. When will ACRES 1 plans and scorecards and corresponding documents be available 
for our clients on the system? 
 
Scorecard reports to include management advise, this will be made available to 
farmers with results-based actions in early 2024.  
 

2. Are there any outstanding issues with ACRES 1 scoring etc that we need to be aware 
of?  
 
Outstanding issues have been relayed to individual Advisors, it is imperative that 
Advisors address/respond to those outstanding issues. 
 

 

 

 


